Scope and Sequence
New Vocabulary

New Structures and Grammar

Welcome

sign, noise, wild, chimpanzee, look after, nature
reserve, visitors, illegal, advert, guard, money,
zoo

1 Adventure
camp

sleeping bag, tent, rucksack, pegs, compass,
bring, pitch a tent, keep out the rain, put in the
pegs, lay out the bed, cover our heads, read a
compass, funfair, time machine, dollar, strange,
mountaineer, adventurer, yoga, buildings, calm,
camping, cabin, deer, lizards, motorbike, peaks,
sandy, squirrels, volcanic

2 Wild
animals

rhino, cheetah, tiger, panther, lemur, turtle, otter,
seal, walrus, chameleon, flies [n], arctic foxes,
coat [= animal’s fur], heavy, slow, kilograms,
point (1.8 metres), centimetres, measurements,
rescue, sponsor, in the wild, joey, Asia, valuable,
museum, camouflage, chameleon, flies, female,
male, turn (red), cage, Artic fox,

3 Where I live

cinema, library, shopping centre, swimming pool,
opposite, near, between, quiet, town, village,
e-pal, email, airport, sunset, robot, ice cream
van, chimneys, roof, architect, bench, tourists,
million, sports centre, taekwondo, volleyball
competition

Do you want to (watch (it) with me)?

curry, fish and chips, paella, spaghetti, omelette,
pack, miss, pass, open, onstage, rock star,
lock, solo, race, filmed, brave, laughed, smiled,
phoned, enjoyed

pack my bag
miss the bus
pass a test
open a lunchbox
remember my juice
drop the ball
Past simple regular affirmative (e.g.
climbed, paddled, cooked, played,
wanted, sailed, dropped, loved)
Past simple regular negative (e.g.
didn’t pass, didn’t ask)

How tall/heavy/fast/long/slow is/was it?
It is/was (nearly/about 3) metres
tall/long.
It is/was very heavy.
It is/was (800) kilograms.
Comparatives with -er for short
adjectives (e.g. tall, short, long,
heavy, big, small, fast, slow)
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4 Good days
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(vocabulary and structures)

Pronunciation

Cross Curricular
focus

Values

bored, dangerous, Colours,
Appearance, Clothes, Years
Marta’s got (red hair).
How much is that?

DVD/Online/
Posters

exhibition

/θ/ as in ‘thanks’,
/t/ as in ‘tree’ and
/ð/ as in ‘the’

Social Science:
Mountaineer and
adventurer Bear
Grylls

was/were, long, fast, tall,
short, hot, cold, tortoise,
snake, koala, giraffe, whale,
fish, goats, eagles, elephant,
chimpanzee, lion, hippo,
metres, animal, Australia,
Africa, Canada, Greenland,
guards, time machine, lizard,
tongues, clever, hide, scared,
Big numbers

/v/ as in ‘clever’
and /w/ as in
‘walrus’

Science:
Chameleons and
camouflage

castle, park, supermarket,
school, city, museum, in
front of, next to, behind,
because, and, but, rain,
sky, clouds, noisy, island,
Britain, another, dead, time
machine, zoo, rescue, hill,
river, bridges, desert
I love/like … +ing
I (don’t) want to …

/p/ as in ‘parents’
and /b/ as in ‘bike’

was/were, remember,
drop, guitar, scared, tasty,
winners, roof, cage, find,
British, sailor, dangerous,
scary, boring, exciting,
storms, waves, tired,
happy, sad, salad, pizza,
aliens, jungle, mountains,
Nationalities, Sports, School
subjects, Food
Do you like …?
We went …

The pronunciation
of past simple -ed
endings: /ıd/ as in
‘wanted’, /t/ as in
‘passed’ and /d/
as in ‘played’

Respecting the
environment
when camping

N
IT

sister, torch, clever,
computer games, pet,
mountains, jungle,
was/were, Nationalities,
Hobbies and sports, School
subjects, Countries, Family
I like/love …
I’m (not) good at …
We’re (travelling) …
We went …

light a fire, earn,
badge, Scout,
Guide, knot

sharper, hairier,
robot dog, big
cat, Eiffel Tower,
Big Ben
binoculars

Geography:
Interesting places
around the world:
Barcelona, a city in
Spain; two villages
in Britain; Alice
Springs, a town in
Australia

Appreciating
animal life

train station,
plans, model,
assistant, universe

Social Science:
British sailor
Ellen MacArthur
and her recordbreaking solo
circumnavigation
of the world

Trying food from fireworks display,
loop, dizzy, fright,
other cultures
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importance of
animal reserves
for rescued
animals

fight
dumplings, sushi,
interview, napkin
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New Vocabulary

New Structures and Grammar

5 Trips

aquarium, theatre, theme park, big wheel,
dodgems, carousel, mini-golf, boating lake,
rollercoaster, underground, safety, slip, slop,
slap, sandy, flag, surfboard, brochure, ancient,
built, emperor, lost, married, ruins, sundial,
tombs, wife

Did he/she go to (the aquarium)?
Yes, he/she did./No, he/she didn’t.
Did you like (the big wheel)?

6 Arts

thriller, comedy, sci-fi, romance, musical,
cartoon, shadow, noises, diary, types (of music),
jazz, rock, blues, pop, harmonica, saxophone,
instruments, concert, radio, flashing, crossed,
saved, brought, stole, dodo, zebra, stripes,
habits, times, neat, sloppy, opposites, ‘went on
and on’, styles, poem, spark

Past simple irregular affirmative and
negative (e.g. saw/didn’t see,
had/didn’t have, wrote/didn’t write,
made/didn’t make, heard/didn’t hear,
read/didn’t read)
Past simple irregular interrogative (e.g. Did you
hear (the piano?)

7 Space

planet, intelligent, frightening, complicated,
disgusting, impossible, land [v], solar system,
happen, dream [v], adjectives, Saturn, Jupiter,
Mars, Neptune, Venus, Mercury, Uranus, field,
woke up, bandoneón, buttons, djembe drums,
metal, notes, pull, push, landed, bottom,
disgusting, impossible, scared, excited, shamisen,
skin, strings, tango, wood
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8 Environment

recycle the paper/bottles, collect the rubbish,
reuse the bags, switch off the lights, clean up,
wonderful, chatter [v], ocean, singer, on foot,
bin, throw, better, munch, take, important,
continent, past [n], brave, mean, environment

Festivals

Sweden, decorate, fall, pick up

Festivals

Diwali, dragon costume, festival, grapes,
midnight, oil lamps

Who (is it)?
Where (is it)?
Why (are you looking at the sky)?
What’s (that big red light)?
When (is your birthday)?
Comparatives with long adjectives
(e.g. intelligent, amazing, frightening,
complicated, exciting, interesting)

I’m going to (recycle the bottles).
Are you going to (help)?
Superlatives with short (e.g. tall,
clean, kind) and long (e.g. beautiful,
expensive, important) adjectives

Christmas

New Year
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Pronunciation

Cross Curricular
focus

Values

DVD/Online/
Posters

was/were, water park,
palace, museum, beautiful,
surfing, sailing, trampolining,
fireworks, rescue, river,
bring, harbour, always,
never, near, between,
dangerous, beach, ride [n],
zoo, postcard, Hobbies/
Activities, Countries
I went …
There was …

Word stress in
compound nouns
(e.g. big wheel)

PSHE:
Staying safe on
the beach

Preserving
cultural heritage

amusement park,
lost property,
assistant
manager, candy
floss

scary, cinema, was, said,
violin, guitar, drum, piano,
last (year), argue, keen
on, adverts, dark, jungle,
mountain, Moon, zoo,
rainforest, chimpanzee,
noisy, quiet, asked, happy,
sad, and, but, because
Yes, I did./No, I didn’t.

/ↄ:/ as in ‘small’
and /әʊ/ as in
‘goat’

Literature:
An authentic
poem in English

Protecting wild
animals

flying saucer,
flashing lights,
frightening, UFO,
tourist brochure,
doll’s house,
virtual
(recording) studio,
sound engineer,
record [n and v]

amazing, interesting,
beautiful, exciting, clever,
difficult, star, astronaut,
telescope, spaceship, alien,
Moon, space, Sun, Earth,
underground, guards, time
machine, cage, first, body,
was/were, sleeping bags,
million, Big numbers
He went …

/s/ clusters

Science:
Space facts

Appreciating
traditional
music

fix, inside, circuit

Adverbs of frequency,
beautiful, everywhere, city,
green [= environmentally
friendly], chimpanzee, ice
cream, waterfall, island,
desert, river, volcano, Places,
Countries, Big numbers,
Activities

/tʃ/ as in ‘cheetah’
and /ʃ/ as in
‘shark’

Understanding
the importance
of recycling,
reusing and
caring for the
environment

dig, soil, plant [v],
sow seeds, water
[v], weeds, pick
(vegetables), cook
[v], clean [v]
conserve
energy, plastic,
cardboard, clean
energy, switch [n],
lever
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Australia, beach, sea,
barbecue, Mexico, sweets,
stick, goat, presents
celebrate, India, celebration,
China, parades, Spain,
fireworks, party

Geography:
Amazing facts
about our world

Appreciating
other cultures
and their
traditions
Appreciating
other cultures
and their
traditions
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